1. Aluminum profiles with concealed fasteners (no visible screw or bolt)
2. Rain-screen system providing proper drainage and ventilation
3. Polyshim sealing joint providing hermetic shield against air and vapor infiltration
4. Possibilities of single, double, triple or Vision Control® glazing (1/8" to 3" - 3mm to 76mm)
5. Pressure plates and covers of various shape for diverse combinations
6. Thermal break between interior and exterior profiles provided by PVC barriers
7. Stainless steel screws concealed under aluminum covers
8. Aluminum glazing bracket

In accordance with the following standards:

Airtightness: ASTM E283-73, CGS563-GP-12M

Watertightness: ASTM E331-70, CGS563-GP-12M

Uniform load: ASTM E330-70, CGS563-GP-12M
MAIN CUSTOM-MADE CONSERVATORY STYLES

LEAN-TO  EDWARDIAN  CATHEDRAL  VICTORIAN  ORANGERY

VARIOUS CHOICES OF CUSTOM-MADE CONSERVATORIES

LEAN-TO WITH GABLE  2-STORY CATHEDRAL  2-STORY VICTORIAN  DOUBLE VICTORIAN

P-SHAPE VICTORIAN  VICTORIAN WITH LANTERN  ORANGERY WITH LANTERN  T-SHAPE CATHEDRAL

SKYLIGHT MODELS

SQUARE PYRAMID  RECTANGULAR PYRAMID  OCTAGONAL PYRAMID  OCTAGONAL PYRAMID  DOUBLE PITCH  SQUARE PYRAMID  SINGLE PITCH

NOTE: SEE SKYLIGHT (SK) SECTION
MAIN ALUMINUM DECORATIVE ITEMS

CRESTING AND FINIAL

EXTRUDED GUTTER

DENTIL

DECORATIVE PANELS
EXAMPLES OF STAINED GLASS AND/OR SDL (SIMULATED DIVIDED LITE) BAR FOR TRANSOM

EXAMPLES OF STAINED GLASS AND/OR SDL (SIMULATED DIVIDED LITE) BAR FOR ELEVATION
PURLIN SECTION

EXTERIOR SNAP-ON COVER
AL-CAP37, AL-CAP82, AL-CAP57,
AL-CAP250, AL-CAP-VG, AL-CAP-V93, AL-CAP-R112
OR AL-CAP-K250
(see page C5.2.7)

GLAZING
SINGLE, DOUBLE, TRIPLE OR VISION CONTROL®
(1/8" to 3" - 3mm to 76mm)

STRUCTURE
AL-MEN250, AL-MEN350,
AL-MEN450, AL-MEN550,
AL-MEN62 OR AL-MEN962
(see page C5.2.7)
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GLAZING
SINGLE, DOUBLE, TRIPLE OR
VISION CONTROL®
(1/8" to 3" - 3mm to 76mm)

FINISHING FLASHING

PRESSURE PLATE

CONDENSATION GUTTER

SCALE 1:1
EXTERIOR SNAP ON COVER
AL-CAP37, AL-CAP60, AL-CAP97,
AL-CAP250, AL-CAP1168,
AL-CAP-V33, AL-CAP-R112
(see page CS 2.7)

GLAZING
SINGLE, DOUBLE, TRIPLE OR VISION CONTROL®
(1/8" to 3" - 3mm to 76mm)

STRUCTURE
AL-VEC250, OR AL-VEC450
(see page CS 2.7)
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